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Even though much is known about the biophysics, anat-
omy and physiology of basal ganglia networks, the cellu-
lar and network basis of parkinsonian tremor remains
an open question. Multiple experimental data suggest
that the physiological origin of parkinsonian tremor is
different from the physiological origin of other parkinso-
nian motor symptoms [1]. However, the exact origin of
the tremor genesis in Parkinson’s disease remains
unknown. A large body of experimental evidence sup-
ports the hypothesis, that the tremor arises due to
pathological interaction of potentially oscillatory cells
and circuits within the loop formed by basal ganglia and
thalamocortical networks. We suggest a model of this
circuitry, which helps to clarify this potential mechanism
of tremor genesis.
There seems to be consensus that tremor is centrally
generated, though several different hypotheses on the
central tremor generation has being suggested (reviewed
in [2]). Here we consider the basal ganglia-thalamocorti-
cal loop hypothesis. There is clear evidence for involve-
ment of the motor thalamus, the primary motor cortex,
the STN and pallidum in the tremor-related activity.
These structures are connected, forming a loop, and
each has separate limb representations. Lesions to any
of them have been shown to abolish parkinsonian tre-
mor. Thus the possibility of such a loop being function-
ally significant is very plausible. Moreover, thalamic
hypotheses are at odds with analysis of spike correla-
tions within bursts of thalamic activity during parkinso-
nian tremor [3]. Therefore, cortico-basal ganglia-
thalamic loop origin of parkinsonian tremor appears to
be quite reasonable.
We consider a conductance-based model of subtha-
lamo-pallidal circuits (based on the models of STN and
pallidal neurons, developed in [4]) embedded into a
simplified representation of thalamocortical circuit to
investigate the dynamics of this loop. We modulate the
strength of the loop to represent the modulation of
basal ganglia synapses by dopamine. A number of
synaptic connections in the basal ganglia are known to
be presynaptically suppressed by dopamine. Thus
weaker connections in our model may correspond to
healthy state or to the administration of dopaminergic
medication, while stronger connections may correspond
to the decreased level of dopamine in Parkinson’s dis-
ease. The stronger connections (“lower dopamine”)
favor bursting in the tremor frequency range and this
result is robust with the respect to what particular
synaptic strength is changed. Similarly to this effect,
when the feedback is completely removed, STN switches
back to tonic or almost tonic firing. This happens for
both possible locations of feedback interruption in the
model – at the level of output of STN and at the level
of input to pallidum and STN. However, the outcomes
of these two possibilities are two different types of
activity.
The proposed model supports the basal ganglia – tha-
lamocortical loop mechanism of tremor generation.
Under normal conditions the behavior of this loop is
not oscillatory. The dopaminergic deficit of Parkinson’s
disease induces tremor-related oscillations in the loop.
This suggests that thalamocortical circuits (which pro-
vide a feedback to basal ganglia) are changed in Parkin-
son’s disease in such a way as to promote the birth of
oscillations. Surgical intervention or dopaminergic medi-
cation in parkinsonian patients can break or weaken
pathological feedback so that basal ganglia circuits no
longer able to produce bursting. This may be the way of
how the tremor is suppressed.
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